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Embracing Survival, a memoir by Dydine Umunyana, tells the story of the
Rwandan Genocide against the Tutsis at the hands of the Hutu perpetrators
in Rwanda (1994) through the eyes of the four-year-old-child that she was
when the horrific massacre occurred. Separated from her family, she barely
survived the conflict. While the physical killing finally stopped, the mental
and emotional 'killing' continued, affecting her and her family. She writes
that "I have learned that we cannot do for others what we cannot do for
ourselves. By nourishing the light within ourselves, we find strength we
never knew was there....I came to realize that one's own life experiences are
not theirs to keep but ours to teach."
Dex has the sweetest heart and the roughest touch. He breaks his toys, has
difficulty with personal space, and has an energy level that idles on high!
Dex deeply desires to play with a family of baby birds, but his request is
denied until he can learn to be gentle and kind. Join this misunderstood
dragon as he creatively learns how to have a gentle touch. It's Tough to Be
Gentle: A Dragon's Tale, helps children understand the gentle and kind
concept and the Teaching Tips for Parents provides parents with
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information on how they can empathize with a child similar to Dex. It's
Tough to Be Gentle: A Dragon's Tale is one of eight children's books
designed to teach Trust Based Relational Intervention (TBRI ®) principles
developed by Dr. Karyn Purvis and Dr. David Cross at the Institute of Child
Development. Other titles by Cindy R. Lee include: Baby Owl Lost Her Whoo
& Doggie Doesn't Know “No!” Proceeds from the books are being donated to
HALO Project OKC and the Institute of Child Development.
In the Flow: Passion, Purpose and the Power of Mindfulness will change the
way you live your life! In clear and captivating style, neuroscientist, Dr.
Deborah Norris, lays out new theories in the science of mindfulness,
revealing how simple practices are able to help remove our roadblocks to
health and happiness. You can get back In the Flow and live the life of your
own choosing by identifying and using mindfulness practices that work for
you.
In Fierce Medicine, Ana Forrest, charismatic teacher and founder of Forrest
Yoga, combines physical practice, eastern wisdom, and profound Native
American ceremony to help heal everything from addictive behaviors and
eating disorders to chronic pain and injury. Fierce Medicine is also part
memoir, detailing Ana Forrest's journey to move beyond her past as she
helps others to do the same. Filled with helpful yoga exercises, Fierce
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Medicine teaches us to reconnect with our bodies, cultivate balance, and
start living in harmony with our Spirits.
Christine Kringle
ReWild Your Inner Child and Set the Truth Free
Finding
An Instruction Book about Business Image Transformation, on Site and
Online
Crazy
Dr Lutz at 90
Getting money,paying bills,finding your prince charming, finding your happiness it
looked so easy when you were young.You thought you had it all figured out. Little did
you know life throws you curve balls. And you thought grownups had it easy so did
these ladies. Follow their journies while getting lost in the grownup world.
"Contented patients - patients whose symptoms abate and the many who go on to
achieve lasting health - are reward enough for a physician," so said a remarkable yet
modest Austrian doctor who courageously championed an unorthodox treatment over
half a lifetime. Who was this doctor with such grit and determination? What inspired him
to develop a successful healing program with little recourse to drugs or surgery? And
what was this intriguing treatment, so simple and effective, so eminently suited to the
workings of our body and that stood the test of time? From being a medical scientist
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and inventor, the late Dr Wolfgang Lutz became a consultant in internal medicine in
Ried and then in Salzburg. Turning his inventive brain to everyday medicine and
concerned about the mushrooming of modern diseases that he witnessed even by the
middle of the 20th century, Wolfgang Lutz explored the idea of a 'carbohydrate effect',
namely the detrimental effect of an overload of sugars and starches on our health.
From the late 1950s, Dr Lutz pioneered the use of low carbohydrate nutrition in the
treatment of a wide range of ailments - conditions such as Crohn's disease, multiple
sclerosis, diabetes, obesity, glandular disorders, gastrointestinal problems,
osteoarthritis, cardiac insufficiency, high and low levels of iron and calcium in the blood,
and more - with astonishing results. The diet adopted by Dr Lutz was not as drastic as
some of the recent 'Paleo diets' either in the amount of carbohydrate allowed or as to
the choice of food. It was simple, moderate and, except for carbohydrates, nonrestrictive. Dr Lutz felt that there should be as few 'don'ts' as possible but was very strict
about anything he knew would make a fundamental difference to a patient's condition.
As sudden change could be stressful, he recommended that the diet was not to be
rushed into but started slowly; once satisfactorily established, it was suitable for the
long term.My Life without Bread offers a treasure trove of observation, information and
advice borne of long clinical experience. At 90, Wolfgang Lutz looks back over his life
as a clinical physician: we follow him step by step as he describes what inspired him in
the first place and as he details the lessons he learned during his many years of
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restricting the sugar and starch intake of his patients. We learn of the benefits but also
of the occasional drawbacks of this way of eating which he encountered during this
time. There is a chapter on prudent implementation and in the final chapter we hear
how he might answer questions often put to him by his many patients. A fascinating and
important book, which challenges many current practices and debunks a few myths, My
Life without Bread is an easy to read page-turner, written for the layman. An essential
guide for those wishing to understand more about this controversial topic!
Life is full of tough calls and daunting decisions. The question isn't if you'll face a big
decision in the future, but how you'll face the tough call that's guaranteed to come your
way. Think about it. There are wedding proposals to ponder, college applications to
submit, career moves to make, homes to sell, and confrontations to consider. And,
knowing how poorly things could go, we sometimes find ourselves facing these
decisions with a deep fear of future regret. The pressure is on. Or is it? Short and
straightforward, yet full of practical insight and spiritual truths, Tough Call, will help you
see that the Christian faith offers a mindset to confidently and joyfully make your next
big decision. More importantly you'll see that you can face life with your fears
recognized, your peace maximized, and your hope anchored in something greater than
your ability to "get it right." Readers familiar with authors like Acuff, Chan, and
Tchividjian will resonate with Matt Popovits's witty, practical, and gospel-centered take
on complicated topics. Tough Call is an enjoyable and essential read for any and all
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facing a major decision.
"Ayurveda and Yoga made simple and accessible in this 28-day detox for the mind,
body and soul"--Cover.
Free Roll
The Elemental Cleanse
BearCity
What Ever It Takes
Corporate Bravery
Use It

Ivy and Carrie love their new classroom even if the new teacher is a little
strange. When Mrs. Huffity asks for volunteers to care for an egg, Ivy doesn't
budge. She's had a few scary dreams about that egg and wants nothing to do
with it. But when trouble comes, Ivy defends the egg. In her desire to save the
baby that hatches, Ivy is tossed into the middle of an adventure. She never
imagined one dragon could be so much trouble.
The hum of the machines wasn't what Martice wanted to hear right now but it
was a sign that he was getting something done around here. He had walked
into the Print & Document Service Department of Max Office Superstore to
find mounds of work waiting for him, you'd think by now he was used to it, but
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like all the other things you'd think he would be use to by now he wasn't. Six
months ago he had meet the guy he was sure was the one, while it was a
rocky start in the end or at least up till now things where still good. Yea Dre
still had his bad habits, but Martice know he was faithful even with all the
flirting... Read this compelling short story to find out where things lead with
Martice in "Hotlanta."
As eighteen-year-old Cheryl Hunter escapes rural Colorado for the bright
lights of Europe, she does so with nothing more than an over-packed suitcase
and a dream. Once there, her mind is bent on solving one problem alone: how
does a small-town cowgirl pull off the feat of becoming an international
supermodel? When Cheryl is abducted, raped and brutally beaten instead, she
is faced with solving a much bigger problem: how does she survive? Using her
journey of rising from the ashes as fuel, Hunter delivers a step-by-step method
that can be applied by anyone who has ever dealt with less-than-favorable
circumstances. In a world where—let’s face it—life often hijacks our personal
agendas, Cheryl shows you how to immediately take back the reins, design a
life you love, and become the unstoppable force of nature you were born to
be.
Younger brother Miles shares a special connection with Malcolm who has
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Childhood Apraxia of Speech. Through his words, learn how their family
integrates therapy into their daily routine. In addition to providing awareness
of this condition, this delightful story reveals the intelligence of apraxic
children.
Healing the Vestigial Heart
Book Two
The Unique Technique
Tough Call
Anatomy and Asana
Passion, Purpose and the Power of Mindfulness
Turning This Thing Around is an inspiring memoir of
overcoming personal struggles. This brutally honest, deeply
personal account of redemption takes readers on a moving
spiritual journey.Confronted with a myriad of obstacles–a
debilitating arthritic disease, narcolepsy, anxiety and
depression–the author was outwardly happy, but inwardly
miserable. Pushed to the lowest point of his life, Maginn shares
how he gradually turned things around and used his
experiences to grow as a person.Supplemented by heartfelt
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poetry by the author and with quotes from Gandhi to Dr. Wayne
Dyer to Eckhart Tolle, Turning This Thing Around has universal
themes that speak to nearly everyone, as we all must face
challenges as part of being human. It is a self-help memoir of
sorts: the author discusses not only what he overcame, but also
how he did so–and how others can, too. Unlike many popular
memoirs on the market, this is a story that more people can
relate to. Maginn was not raised in an eccentric family
(Jeannette Walls in The Glass Castle, memoirs by Augusten
Burroughs), nor did he travel to Italy, India and Indonesia, as
Elizabeth Gilbert did in Eat, Pray, Love. Rather, Turning This
Thing Around is a story of a normal young man's resiliency
when battling extraordinary circumstances.
If movies and books like Belle, Twelve Years a Slave, The
Butler, The Help, A Time to Kill, and Amistad have moved you,
you'll love A Complicated Legacy, a novel by Baltimore writer
Robert H. Stucky based on the true story of Elijah Willis, a
white South Carolina planter, and Amy- the love of his life, the
mother of his children, and his slave. Taking place in the
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decade leading up to the Civil War, it is written with a
cinematic eye for atmosphere and setting, a linguist's ear for
dialogue, and a historian's grasp of the powerful social forces
and momentous events of the time. It is a riveting tale of
personal transformation in facing the tide of sweeping social
change. Elijah Willis fought family opposition, public opinion,
and the law to free his family of choice and leave them his
entire inheritance. In so doing, his and Amy's story becomes a
microcosm of the human struggles that made the Civil War and
the Abolition of Slavery both necessary and inevitable. Set in
rural South Carolina, Baltimore, and Cincinnati, this vivid saga
weaves history and humanity in a compelling testimony to the
power of relationships to shape our destinies, even a century
and a half later.
An ancient book, a seventeen-year-old girl and an exotic boy
from a supernatural world hold the key to freedom for a longoppressed race, but that freedom could come at the cost of the
human world.Seventeen-year-old Kalista is suffering from a
broken heart, so when her playwright father proposes they
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move their lives from New York to New Mexico because he is in
need of inspiration Kalista is 100% on-board with him. New
Mexico proves to be the perfect balm for her wounds and she is
just starting to feel some of her old spunk when Tristan
Winfield comes into her life and pulls all of her barriers down.
Kalista is captivated by Tristan's unusual silver eyes and feels
an inexplicable connection to him, which begins to manifest
itself in her dreams with bizarre images of a waterfall and an
orb.While searching for an explanation for her troubling
dreams, Kalista discovers an ancient book which holds the
secrets of a supernatural race of creatures. But when Killings
hit town, she realizes her finding has come at a high price.
She's in the middle of a power struggle now, and a secret seems
to be wrapped within the pages of that book. A secret she's part
of...
David Werden wants nothing more than to lead a quiet,
ordinary life. But his world is turned upside down when an
unknown event changes the face of the planet. Realizing he
cannot live alone in the ruins of the old world, and compelled
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by a strange internal force to reach the sea, he sets out on foot,
carrying what he can, struggling against the harsh postapocalyptic environment to search out others who may still be
alive. Thrust into the leadership of a band of survivors, David
struggles to scratch out the necessities of life while dealing
with the staggering destruction and overwhelming sense of loss
- and begins to understand the tragic and marvelous events
that have occurred to the planet and to humanity itself. Finding
love and betrayal, he must fight those who cling to the old
world with all their strength and those who wish to stamp out
the growing number of people coming to terms with their new
levels of perception and insight into the Universal Mind.
Embracing Survival
Holding Back The Tears
Breakthrough Practices to Heal the Body and Ignite the Spirit
Voices from the Heart of Medicine : the First Year
A Little Book on Making Big Decisions
But I'm Not Depressed
Based on the award-winning feature-length movie, Bear City: The Novel follows
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the funny, romantic, and often dramatic adventures of a tight-knit pack of bears,
cubs, and friends in New York City as they gear up for a big party weekend. A
hirsute Sex and the City set in the "Bear" scene, this story brings together these
men, their friends, tricks, and lovers, and a cast of colorful, hirsute characters.
They experience comical mishaps, lusty and romantic encounters, and an
impressive variety of male body types. Using satire and humor, the novel
exposes their explores these men¿s self-image issues and pokes fun at aspects
of urban gay lifestyles, all while celebrating the worldwide community of men who
call themselves Bears.
Rural Rides is the book for which the English journalist, agriculturist and political
reformer William Cobbett is best known. At the time of writing Rural Rides, in the
early 1820s, Cobbett was a radical anti-Corn Law campaigner. He embarked on
a series of journeys by horseback through the countryside of Southeast England
and the English Midlands. He wrote down what he saw from the points of view
both of a farmer and a social reformer. The result documents the early 19thcentury countryside and its people as well as giving free vent to Cobbett's
opinions
In our circus we are like family members, and you don't leave family behind. At
least that's what I thought, but deep within the cellars I had discovered a long
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forgotten family member. One with so much hate for the circus his killing intent
was like none other. It was life or death to us, but it was a game to him. (The
cover is meant to represent the two conflicting emotions/sides within the story
and isn't supposed to be taken seriously. It reminds you to keep an open mind as
you read this book.) **Fanfiction**
Fierce MedicineBreakthrough Practices to Heal the Body and Ignite the
SpiritHarperOne
Cardiac Vascular Nursing
Anxiety Warrior
And I Thought...
Eliminate Fear-Based Decision Making
The Joker
A Complicated Legacy
As the creator of Forrest Yoga , Ana T. Forrest has been transforming people’s lives
throughout the world for more than thirty-five years. Her unique blend of physical practice,
Eastern wisdom, and profound Native American ceremony takes her teachings literally off the
mat and into daily life—to heal everything from addictive behaviors and eating disorders to
chronic pain and injury. In Fierce Medicine, Forrest tells her own story of healing from the
scars of abuse and physical handicaps, and reveals the proven practices that enabled her to
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move beyond her past into a life committed to helping others reconnect with their bodies,
cultivate balance, and start living in harmony with their Spirits. In her unique, powerful, and
inviting voice, Ana Forrest reveals how to: Learn to stalk fear and break free from it instead
of running from it. Be attentive to your body, discovering its own inherent healing properties.
Speak and act from a place of honesty and compassion. Cultivate an open heart that is
feeling, responsive, and reflexive and able to embrace change. Harness your intuition and the
courage to live in alignment with your Spirit. Whether you’ve never done yoga or are a
seasoned practitioner, Ana Forrest’s practices, stories, and exercises will help you uncover
your own warrior’s heart. With this wise woman as your trusted guide, you, too, can become
centered, strong, and more alive than ever before.
This is true story about real people is set in Edinburgh City and Dundee, where a petite
Scottish Lassie called Rosie Gilmour, mother to Finlay Sinclair, receives news of the death of
her son - who tragically has taken his own life by hanging. Rosie pretends her son is still alive
by talking to him, for that takes away the unbearable pain of her loss. But once she begins to
face up to the fact that Finlay is not coming back, her conversations become more of a
challenge than she can handle. When memories of her past are triggered by everyday life
events, they take her mind back and forth in time - back to her own childhood days in 1960,
when she flirted with the fairground boys, and to the day she gave birth to Finlay - ''ME
LADDIE''. Rosie's Scottish accent becomes more apparent whenever her emotions are
heightened and she begins to recite poetry. She goes on to reveal doubts about her own selfPage 15/29
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worth and and how she re-unites her role as mother - a role she had denied herself for seven
years prior to Finlay's death. Rosie learns how to forgive herself and how to accept her loss
with using practical coping strategies that sometimes but not always work for her. Many
voices of different natures and walks of life appear in Rosie's, story with each one offering a
part of their own belief to try and console her in her misery - except that she turns her back
on any advice or support offered. Rosie is convinced that she can cope with her loss on her
own and &quote;needs no help from anyone, thank you&quote; - until a sweet, gentle, softspoken voice begins to travel with her throughout her ordeal, leaving her no other choice but
to listen. Eventually moving to the countryside in Angus, Rosie finds the isolation gives her
life a new meaning offering her the opportunity to re-value her belief's about her own self
values and decides the time has come to give her son a memorial service and invite a chosen
few dance companions whom she met on a regular basis in Edinburgh to honour this day.
Rosie begins to accept she will never be the same person she once had been and shall never be
again, believing now her journey through grief taught her many lessons making her a
stronger and better person than she imagined she could ever be.
Rev. ed. of: Cardiac/vascular nursing review and resource manual. 2nd ed. c2006.
Hi My Name Is C.J. is an easy to read, fun, interactive children's book. Meet 5 year-old C.J.
and learn about all the things he likes and does. Enjoy the interactive pages by writing your
own C.J. story and have fun drawing and colorizing the characters. Have fun and use your
imagination.
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Change the Workgame
Hi My Name Is Cj
Sequencing
Breaking Normal
The Story of a Young Boy Who Becomes His Adoptive Mothers's Greatest Spiritual Teacher

Over the past decade of creating epic personal development retreats,
Daniel Eisenman has traveled around the world experiencing beautiful,
exotic settings and amazing people. His one big observation is that so
many people keep the lid on their growth and opportunities to thrive.
This is a self-imposed limitation ... nobody tells us to do this! Daniel
blows the lid off and gives you a retreat experience in a book. What's
inside Breaking Normal: ReWild Your Inner Child and Set the Truth
Free?*You'll get to feel what it means to be raw and vulnerable, excited
and glowing with a sacred knowledge about your future. *You'll learn to
communicate with others in a way that cuts through the limitations we
used to let entangle us. *You'll have tools and insight for building your
own tribe, be it your family or community or the world at large.
CRAZY A MEMOIR is a humorous, adventuresome romp about weed
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smuggling in the seventies and eighties. The author chronicles his
early life in San Antonio and the influence of the growing drug culture
during his teen years. He then comically depicts his required military
service as a " tie-dyed hippie in army greens" and his determined
attempts to stay out of Viet Nam. Lost and unsure about life following
the drug related deaths of most of his friends, he later hitchhikes
around Mexico and ends up attending college in Cholula where he
begins his career in weed smuggling. His entrepreneurial efforts in this
area are humorously described in great detail. The book captures a
slice of time, tying in political and cultural events with the author's
concomitant psychological development during the hippie movement
as well as his evolving career as a drug smuggler for the Cause.
Two years before adopting seven-year-old Keydell from a group home
for young boys, Kim made a vow before the Dalai Lama to become a
bodhisattva: one who cultivates an enlightened mind, is free from
delusion, and practices kindness and compassion above all else.
However, she struggles with this practice as her new son's challenged
mind sends him into fits of rage and violence, while seemingly allowing
him to feel no remorse for his actions. His behaviors go against
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everything Kim believes in, but she is determined to keep her
chocolate-eyed boy safely in the home she has created with her
husband and two biological children. As she tries everything she can to
get Keydell the help he needs, she must also learn to accept him
exactly as he is: a tiger in the home of elephants. This vulnerable and
touching account highlights the interplay between desire and reality,
denial and acceptance, struggle and enlightenment. As the minds of
this mother and her extraordinary son awaken - Kim's through her
Buddhist practice, and Keydell's through the science of neurofeedback
- we witness the power of love and compassion to overcome even the
greatest odds."
Every Friday, Pulse--voices from the heart of medicine
(www.pulsemagazine.org) sends its readers a compelling first-person
story or poem about health care. These intimate and authentic voices
of health professionals, patients and students have earned Pulse an
enthusiastic and growing international readership. This volume
includes every story and poem from Pulse's first year of publication.
"All of the stories in this book...are told with a kind of urgency; these
encounters change lives and mark memories. This collection is in some
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sense about writing for one's life..." Perri Klass, JAMA
Hotlanta
Turn Setbacks Into Success
Review and Resource Manual
Hi, My NAMe Is Miles
Fierce Winds & Fiery Dragons
Homo Luminous
For the small town of Watkins Forge, the worst thing to happen is a
heavy snowfall. That is, until widower Cory Keller visits for an
annual hunting trip. When he witnesses a murder in the nearby forest,
no one believes him. With no corpse, and as the only witness, he is
faced with convincing the towns sceptical sheriff before the killer
tracks him down to silence him. As he develops a friendship with an
attractive waitress, Keller discovers that he is up against much more
than a killer and he must not only save himself but the whole town.
Mick Williams is the author of Amazon Top Ten title A Reason To
Grieve, and the page turning adventure A Guy Walks Into A Bar.
American culture has become a culture of fear. Parenting methods and
advertising messages scream for safety. Terrorism's threat and the
government's response both tell us to take cover. And, of course,
social media's unending streams perpetually magnify it all. In this
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societal context, our business cultures, too, have become cultures of
fear. Mistrust is rising between management and co-workers, all
seeking to protect personal interests. Advisors push us toward fearbased caution, not opportunity-seeking strategy. External influences
-- from the media to regulators to competition -- focus us on avoiding
risks rather than moving boldly ahead. Corporate Bravery is a book
about freeing your business from being a culture of fear. It starts by
considering fear's impact on decision-making. Then, it explores eight
ways that fear can harm culture. Finally, through a three-step
process, it shows how to foster a culture that supports engaged
employees, provides opportunities for measured risk-taking and
innovation, and rewards the brave leadership that drives business
success.
Anxiety Warrior Volume One came from seeing so many people in my
private practice looking for strategies to lower anxiety. Anxiety
Warrior Volume Two has delved deeper into more resources, and shares
heart-felt, heroic stories of people like us. Together they make a
complete resource for managing and lowering anxiety.
Watson and Crick discovered the human DNA. What made the difference
was deciphering it. Like the human body, every organization has a DNA.
What will make the difference is not seeing it, but sequencing it.
It's the key to long-term success at innovation. Sequencing, written
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by business consultant Michael Metzger, explores what is required for
a company to develop a culture that promotes innovation for the long
haul. Harvard's Clayton Christensen reports that few companies have
the capacity to innovate. The more success a company achieves, the
harder it is for the company to innovate. And yet the reality is that
companies innovate or die. Metzger outlines the steps necessary to
sustain innovation - the culture, conscience, and C-level leadership
required. It begins by having an accurate assessment of human nature
and reality. Institutional leaders ignore this book at their peril.
28 Days to a Healthy Body, Calm Mind and Awakened Spirit
My Life Without Bread
It's Tough to Be Gentle
Rural Rides
Why So Serious?
Fierce Medicine

A fun Christmas fantasy book about the Christmas Gift Bringers
of the World.
Research shows that diverse workgroups are more productive,
creative and innovative than homogeneous groups. In a global
marketplace, and with the rapidly changing racial makeup of
America, having a high function, diverse workforce is imperative
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for your organization's success. Change the WorkGame has been
designed to show you how establish a diverse workforce
throughout all strata of your organization and how to sustain
your progress. As a human resources executive, diversity and
inclusion consultant, and a member of historically marginalized
communities, I have experienced wildly unsuccessful diversity
and inclusion strategies; and advised, coached, and led wildly
successful diversity and inclusion initiatives. Business leaders
and department heads have used the steps outlined in this how-to
guide to successfully recruit and retain diverse talent. Chris,
a small business owner, says, "the diversity recruitment steps
listed in the book, matched with real life scenarios really
helps bring to life not only how to go about recruiting and
retaining a diverse workforce, but why it is important." I
promise that if you follow the 7 steps outlined in Change the
WorkGame, you will increase the diversity of your workforce
within 6 months following the activation of the last step and
you will increase employee satisfaction by enhancing your
managers and the inclusivity of your workplace. Don't wait to
activate your diversity initiative. Don't wait to make your
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workforce stronger, nimbler, more creative, and more dynamic.
Don't wait to establish an inclusive work environment where
everyone feels respected, appreciated and heard. Be the person
to take the lead towards Change. If not you, then who!? The
workforce diversity and inclusion strategies and scenarios you
are about to read have been proven to create positive and long
lasting results for leaders. These strategies will help ALL
employees inside your organization, but will specifically help
you recruit and retain underrepresented employees. Each chapter
will give you new insights towards enhancing your workforce and
your workplace. Let me show you how to be the Change for your
company.
An emotional story about a man coming to terms with his past,
pressing forward with life, and learning to love again. Four
years after the death of his boyfriend, Alex has become an empty
shell of his old self. Numb and indifferent, he has allowed his
life to spin out of control. But, when an old, familiar face
begins at Alex's workplace, he is suddenly confronted by his
traumatic past and withdraws from life entirely, attempting to
block out the horrors he has so long tried to forget-then, he
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meets Kit, and life is never the same again. A random night, a
random bar-that's how it began. But when Alex drunkenly
confesses everything he's bottled up for years to the stranger,
his life changes. Kit helps him get back on his feet, embrace
and accept his past, forgive himself, and take charge of his
life once more. As Alex reclaims his life, he begins to feel
something that he hasn't felt in years-happiness. Reader
Advisory: This Erotic Gay Romance contains adult themes.
I am an optometrist. I owned a very traditional medical, white
coat practice in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania near the University of
Pittsburgh for 10 years. I became bored and uninspired in this
vanilla business environment and sterile space. Feeling
restless, I sold my practice and began the search for a new
place to start a fresh concept in optometry. I found Frederick,
Maryland, which is a historic, walkable little city that tops
the triangle with DC and Baltimore. I relocated to a new town,
in a new state with a brand new practice - Unique Optique. I was
an outsider and a transplant, trying to win Frederick's trust
and convince the residents of this town to come to my practice
to spend money on high-end glasses. To accomplish this feat, I
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decided that I needed to show our authenticity, exude genuine
sincerity, and smile through adversity. I embraced my flaws; I
was vulnerable and real. I used social media, in-house events
and the decor of the office to display the business's
personality. People instantly related to the practice. They saw
that I was not perfect, but I was earnest and that I truly
cared. I was proud of my venture. Unique Optique's reviews were
stellar and real. The practice grew steadily and by the end of
the first year, I was recognized as the Start Up Entrepreneur of
Frederick County. Soon, I had requests from business owners and
entrepreneurs to come and visit the practice and discuss our
unique image strategies. People wanted this quality for their
own businesses. I realized that I had helpful and valuable
information and put my techniques down on paper. While
developing my brand and marketing my business, I have made
mistakes, learned from them, and attempted to fix them. I have
worked through adversity and difficulties. In the end, I
cultivated a brand to which people could relate. This is my
experience. I hope it helps you find your Unique Technique."
The Novel
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Pulse
A Dragon's Tale
In the Flow
Building and Sustaining a Diverse Workforce
Preventing Yoga Injuries
Congratulations! The Little Lotus Learns About Wellness has earned
the PTPA (Parent Tested Parent Approved) Media Seal of Approval. PTPA Media, Inc. This unique award-winning children's book is the
first children's picture book on the topic of wellness! The Little
Lotus has heard the word "wellness" and isn't exactly sure what that
means. The Little Lotus Learns About Wellness is a tender story of a
mother teaching her child the many different ways to stay healthy in
mind, body, and spirit. The simple text and humorous pictures will
entertain while educating children ages 3-7 on the essentials of
health and wellness. A portion of all proceeds from The Little Lotus
Learns About Wellness will be donated to TargetCancer, which funds
research into rare and lesser known cancers.
Have you ever wondered: What it's like to daily bet hundreds of
thousands of dollars working for some of the largest professional
gamblers in Las Vegas? ... How to spend a summer house sitting one of
the biggest stars in the world's 11,000 square-foot mansion - without
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an invitation from it's celebrity owner ... Whether the life of crime
- specifically, running a shoplifting ring in a middle American mall
- pays? ... What causes a son to finally say enough is enough ... and
decide "Today is the day I am going to kill my dad." Comedian Brandt
Tobler has the answers in this funny, touching and sometimes
downright unbelievable memoir of a small town Wyoming-kid turned
"mall-fia" don, turned nationally touring comic. Brand tells his life
story with candor, detailing the many pit stops, wrong turns, crazy
connections and lucky breaks he experienced along the way to his
comedy career, all while trying to balance a toxic relationship with
his unreliable jailbird dad. In these pages Brandt will make you
laugh (he better - it's his job!) and believe as he does that, when
it comes to defining family, blood isn't always thicker than water.
-- back cover.
Brain injury plunged Lia into a world of distortion and chaos, where
her own thoughts and senses could no longer be trusted. Searching for
medical help, she found doubt and manipulation instead. But I'm Not
Depressed is a bleak but ultimately hopeful tale, and a slap in the
face to the culture of psychobabble.
The Ylem
Turning This Thing Around
Being Grown Up Was Easy
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The Little Lotus Learns about Wellness
A Memoir
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